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INTRODUCTION

We open this first issue of our 41st year with a war report: dispatches from “The
War on Truth” by senior editor William Murchison. This is a real war in which we
are currently engaged, in contrast to the phony “war on women”—a trumped-up
charge used as a weapon against Republicans in the 2012 elections. As Murchison
reports, attempts to resurrect this fake war in 2014 failed badly; it became clear
that the “war on women trope” was really about abortion rights, and American
women had a lot more on their minds than the pro-abortion lobby’s single-issue
focus.
We welcome to our pages next attorney Scott Lloyd, who contributes a legal
note on an “unexplored possibility” in the pro-life legislative battlefront: a ban on
“dismemberment abortions.” Lloyd explains that while in the last several years
“state legislatures have succeeded in restricting abortion” to a degree not seen
since Roe, a ban on this horrible abortion method—already described in gruesome
detail in the Supreme Court’s partial-birth-abortion ban decisions—might provide
the Court with a “new interest that overrides a woman’s right to abortion before
viability.” There is much speculation, he reports, on what Justice Anthony Kennedy
has written “as a member of the Casey majority who later voted to uphold the
Partial Birth Abortion Ban”; Lloyd concludes that “careful scrutiny of the
jurisprudence” shows that a dismemberment ban would be a “prudent path for
abortion proponents to pursue.”
“Prudence” vs. “purist” might be the buzz words for debates over legislation
(often played out in the Review’s pages) between those who favor incremental
restrictions and those who insist on personhood with no exceptions. The debate
continues in our next two articles, which discuss an additional split within the
personhood movement itself. Attorney Paul Linton, in “Personhood Lite,” writes
as a critic of the personhood strategy, and reports that last fall, after “an unbroken
string of defeats” for personhood measures at the state level between 2008 and
2014, Dan Becker, president of Georgia Right to Life, announced the forming of a
new group (Personhood Alliance) which would scrap the states’ plan and focus on
“pursuing personhood through citizen initiatives undertaken at the local (county
and municipal) level.” Linton finds it “remarkable” that supporters of personhood
would now “focus on replicating” their failures and says the new strategy “does
not deserve the support of the pro-life community.” His charge is answered by the
new policy director of Personhood Alliance, Gualberto Garcia Jones (in
“Personhood Contra Mundum” p. 35), who defends both the principles of the
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personhood movement and the local initiatives planned by Personhood Alliance.
It would not be surprising if both Linton and Garcia Jones—and you, dear
reader—have energetic reactions to Chris Rostenberg’s article, titled “The First
Battle” (p. 45), in which he proposes an interim position in the war, declaring
himself a “pro-compromiser.” He will stay silent on early abortion, and fight prochoicers on abortions performed on viable children. Whether one agrees on the
position, Rostenberg makes some excellent suggestions, especially when it comes
to the public debate, where pro-lifers are forced to talk about the (minority) hard
cases, and abortion supporters are not forced to defend the majority of abortions.
“Abortion supporters should not be allowed to pick and choose which abortions
they wish to talk about.”
From the practical to the philosophical: We shift next to a lofty and lyrical duo
of letters between Umberto Eco, an Italian philosopher and author known here for
his best-selling novel, The Name of the Rose, and the late Cardinal Carlo Maria
Martini, S.J. We have reprinted their beautiful dialogue on human life: Eco’s “When
Does Human Life Begin?” (p. 49) and Martini’s “Human Life Is Part of God’s
Life” (p. 53). Continuing with a Christian reflection on what abortion does to the
mother is Anthony Crescio, a senior at Marquette University. He insists that the
“line drawn in the sand” between the mother and child that often arises in the
debate ought to be erased. When a mother has an abortion, she commits a sin of
social injustice: in “violating another individual the woman has violated herself.”
She has also missed out on the opportunity to truly love another in the most selfsacrificial and intimate way a mother can; she has sinned and is suffering, but,
Crescio urges, the pro-life community must be there to offer her healing.
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the death of the great British journalist
and media personality Malcolm Muggeridge—also the Review’s treasured friend
and contributor. His niece and the president of the Malcolm Muggeridge society,
Sally Muggeridge, contributes a marvelous profile of Malcolm, “A 20th-Century
Pilgrim,” on page 65. She mentions Malcolm’s great friendship with the late William
F. Buckley Jr., and his appearances on Buckley’s “Firing Line”: Excerpts from one
such program are reprinted in Appendix D.

Our final article is contributed by your editor, a look at a development in the fight
against abortion that began with Carl Landwehr and his Missouri-based Vitae
Foundation, which pioneered the use of consumer research (specifically, Dr. Charles
Kenny’s “Right Brain Research”) to help pregnancy centers reach abortion-minded
women. As I report, the use of such research was initially met with strong criticism,
but it has proven to be powerfully effective in marketing a culture of life and
saving lives.
And in our Booknotes, page 78, newcomer to our pages Susannah Black reviews
a book by feminist poet and critic Katha Pollitt, Pro: Reclaiming Abortion Rights.
Pollitt wants to “reframe the way we think about abortion” as (get this) “a positive
social good,” not the “necessary evil” Naomi Wolf “famously declared it to be in
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1995.” Black’s essay reflects her deep understanding of the “other side”—she was
once pro-choice—as well as her conviction, which echoes Crescio, that “we break
through into real life not when we reject the moral calls that are placed upon us,
but when we willingly take them up . . . .”
*

*

*

*

*

We’ve only room for a few appendices, so we start with two about the 42nd
Annual March for Life. In Appendix A, First Things contributor William Doino,
Jr. admires the marchers for their persevering witness and finds more “reasons to
hope in the pro-life movement than to despair because of abortion.” In Appendix
B, National Review Online’s Kathryn J. Lopez interviews the “loving, youthful,
and energetic” Jeanne Monahan, president of the March for Life Educational and
Defense Fund.
Appendix C is a powerful warning from Dr. Paul McHugh about the resurgence
of the push for legalization of assisted suicide in state laws—“Dr. Death Makes a
Comeback.” Besides the moral problems with the proposed legislation, McHugh
says, for physicians, assisting in patient suicide “hollows out the heart of the medical
profession.” Finally, as mentioned, we close the journal with “Modern Attitudes
toward Life and Death,” a transcript from a “Firing Line” episode in which William
Buckley and Malcolm Muggeridge discuss euthanasia, and the “hard cases” that
become the rationalization for ushering in a “humane holocaust.”
Our journal’s cover has had a makeover; we hope you approve, just as we hope
you will be enlightened and encouraged by all that is inside, and cheered—as we
are!—by Nick Downes’ clever cartoons.

MARIA MCFADDEN MAFFUCCI
EDITOR
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The War on Truth
William Murchison

Fiddle-dee-dee! War, war, war. This war talk’s spoiling all the
fun at every party this spring. I get so bored I could scream.
Scarlett O’Hara, April 1861

To be sure, the war that so diverted the attention of the wily, green-eyed
Miss O’Hara’s suitors was a real live, sure ’nuff war, with barely thinkable
stakes for all concerned. How could it not be talked about?
Alas, the pastime of war talk has degenerated in the interval since the
garrison of Fort Sumter hauled down its colors. Everything’s a war now—a
titanic struggle for truth, justice, and the American way. Or so common usage
of this theoretically uncommon term would suggest, what with wars on
poverty, wars on disease, wars on ignorance and tobacco and high-calorie
soft drinks: not to mention the barely concluded “war on women,” a conflict
which appears to have ended badly for those who began it.
Well, not “began” it, precisely. That particular iniquity, during the war’s
course, was attributed to the conservative Republicans who supposedly were
bent on forcing American women into a kind of slavery distinct from that
which broke apart the whole nation a century ago. The “war” theme became
hugely popular for a time among Democrats working to keep women from
joining men increasingly fed up with the Obama Administration and its
congressional enablers.
The Republicans’ mission, as recounted by the likes of embattled Colorado
Senator Mark Udall, was to compromise women’s rights in various ways,
blocking their access to birth control, restricting their constitutional right to
abortion, annulling hard-won social and economic advantages. In North
Carolina, Republican Senate candidate Thom Tillis came under enemy fire
for the supposedly demeaning way he addressed his Democratic opponent,
Senator Kay Hagan. Why, he called her “Kay”! Did you ever? A Kentucky
Republican campaign aide demeaned Senator Mitch McConnell’s Democratic
foe Alison Lundergan Grimes as “an empty dress.” To mention an article of
women’s clothing in the context of a political disagreement was obviously
to invite alarm over a woman’s Getting Out of Her Place in Life. So fluently,
William Murchison writes from Dallas for Creators Syndicate and is a senior editor of the Human
Life Review. He is currently working on Moral Disarmament, a book examining the consequences
of our moral disagreements. The Cost of Liberty, his biography of John Dickinson, an influential but
neglected Founding Father of the United States, was published in 2013 by ISI Books.
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and monotonously, did Udall heat up the rhetorical war—half his campaign
ads were centered on it—that he acquired the notorious nickname “Mark
Uterus.” (If you want to know one difference between the pre-feminist era
and whatever era we’re in now, consider that in ye olden tyme, public reference
to intimate aspects of the human anatomy was a no-no.)
So went the war talk: on and on and on; war for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner; war for the sake of war. It sure spoiled one party: the celebratory
bash the Democrats planned to throw after waxing Republicans across the
land, consigning Mitch McConnell and his ilk to the dustbin of history for
their male instincts and policies.
From a Democratic standpoint, the celebration of male-female conflict
made a kind of low, unedifying sense. These days you throw the kitchen sink
at your enemies, right? Good government isn’t the proximate objective; victory
is. Q. E. D.
Democratic strategists gleefully recalled the verbal stumbles of two
Republican senatorial candidates, Todd Akin in Missouri and Richard
Mourdock in Indiana, as to the delicate subject of rape and resultant pregnancy.
Akin spoke carelessly of “legitimate rape,” and Mourdock, with utter sincerity,
saw such pregnancies as aligned with the will of God. The Democrats pounced
instantly, and both Republicans lost.
There was to be none of this sort of thing in 2014, Republican strategists
decided. By “strategists” we understand in a broad sense those who funded
Republican campaigns and those who supplied them with experts and advice.
For the first campaign season since Barack Obama’s 2008 victory over John
McCain, Republicans put forward no clueless clunkers, male or female either
one. Those who wanted to run were vetted; those who seemed the likeliest
and savviest were encouraged; the party was not idly sitting around this time,
waiting to see who emerged from the local dust-ups.
The Democratic line was that Republicans were so many broad-chested
Tarzans, swinging through the jungle, disdainful of women’s rights and
entitlements in the society of the 21st century. This was supposed to go down
poorly with the Janes whom Democrats saw as natural allies. “The Republican
war on women is back,” according to the Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee, “and it’s even more appalling than ever.” This was the generalized
verbiage on which candidates like Udall were supposed to rely as they waited
for the inevitable—an artless Republican slip that could be whipped into a
crisis, an explosion of faux outrage touched off by Democratic publicists.
It didn’t work. Manufactured outrage over nothing—e.g., the use of Senator
Hagan’s Christian name—soon enough drew righteous ridicule. The
conservative columnist Kathleen Parker saw how the Democrats were relying
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on the power of suggestion. To be at war with women was to be at war (so
the suggestion went) with entitlement to abortion. “The war on women,”
said Parker, “is based on just one thing—abortion rights . . . this is the entire
content of the war as defined by savvy Democratic operatives.” Elect these
more-than-questionable Republicans and they would fall upon Roe v. Wade
with billy clubs and bungstarters. Kimberly Strassel, in her Wall Street Journal
column, made much the same point: “the left’s monomaniacal focus on
abortion” had backfired. Women’s “issues,” to Senator Uterus, were all that
mattered.
In fact, suggested Parker, a whole lot more was going on with women than
the drudgery of defending abortion rights in every particular. There was the
laggard economy for instance. There were the perplexities of health care.
Two political scientists writing in the Washington Post suggested that
“[a]ttitudes about the size and scope of government—not abortion—are what
drive the gender gap,” with women likely to see insurance coverage for birth
control as an issue separate from abortion.
And it didn’t work! That would be the crucial point. Democratic cynicism
and condescension failed to peel off the female votes that would have left
Democrats in charge of the Senate as well as the White House for two more
years: two years during which they could have spun for the voters (with
media assistance) a fine story about, well, how not much is getting done, but,
boy, are we Democrats whipping up on all the women-haters in the general
population!
What shall we properly call the Democratic strategy?—the degradation of
democratic politics? There’s obviously a lot of political degradation going
on today, but the war on women trope teaches us, or should, how far out of
balance things have latterly become. From which configuration at least two
points might be deduced.
The first is the self-defeating nature of attempts to solve many of our more
pressing social problems through the instrumentality of politics.
True (as I have recently asserted in these pages, and is a fact well recognized
in any case) it was the U.S. Supreme Court that originally got the politics
wrong. Roe v. Wade was an intensely political decision: a showdown between
different viewpoints on the human life question, requiring in the case of the
Roe plaintiffs a political solution concerning which neither religion nor
philosophy could enjoy any status at the bar. It was the Roe majority’s aim to
put the religious and philosophical-minded out of business insofar as their
preoccupations got in the way of what an important political constituency
wanted done.
Political majorities in the various states had erected barriers to abortion: That
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much was true. They had done so, however, in the spirit of democratic giveand-take: elected representatives of the people shaping laws they believed,
and had a right to believe, respected public sentiment. The rules of democracy
seemed to call for referring the question anew to the people’s representatives
so that they might take note of viewpoints and interests that had emerged
since enactment of the anti-abortion laws. Maybe the people’s representatives
would see fit to enact changes in these various laws. Maybe not. The matter
was political only in the sense that any democratically enacted law is political:
a matter for rational discussion, rational action.
Roe took the matter to a new level. The politics practiced by the sevenman majority in the case were of an order unknown in these controversies.
The will of the people, and of their representatives, had ceased to matter.
The will of the Court was what mattered.
We all understand this, I think. I bring up the matter for purposes of
illustrating the impracticality of submitting great moral questions to political
judgment, saving only such judgments as un-coerced majorities bring to a
particular matter. What did the Court, and the politicians who backed the
Court’s ruling, suppose conscientious friends of unborn life were going to
say in response to Roe? Something like, Well, that’s Truth for you—always
changing?
We were gearing up, back in 1973, for the war so many declared last year
was here in full force—the war on women (a title all the more inevitable on
account of its alliterative properties). The past four decades have been cluttered
with charges that politicians styling themselves pro-life lack any real regard
for women, want to control women’s “bodies,” think a woman’s proper jobs
are washing diapers and folding laundry, etc., etc. Not the least disservice to
the cause of rational thought about abortion has been the political pitting of
supposedly selfish, hard-hearted males against supposedly discriminatedagainst, put-upon females.
Were the Supreme Court at this late date to reverse Roe and let each state
shape its own approach to the abortion question our capacity to clear the
public arena of recriminations of the “war on women” type would be small
indeed. Too much bad blood, too much distrust exists between the main
contending parties—pro-life and pro-choice. Such is the legacy of warfare.
That brings us to my second deduction from the collapse of the “war on
women.” It has to do with what we clearly nowadays regard as an old-hat
virtue: honesty. Honesty, we all acknowledge, is one of those human traits
honored at least as much in the breach as in the observance. It would be
fanciful to summon up, mentally, some bygone age when, my dear, everybody
honored Truth, and a man’s word was his bond, and a woman’s word hers,
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and we all went to Sunday School and said thank-you, ma’am, and yes-FatherI-did-it-with-my-little-hatchet. What a nice vision—a trifle marred by visions
of the Garden of Eden and the consequences that fell upon our primeval
ancestors on account of the evidently human trait to put self-interest first.
The political trade, centered on the quest for power, abounds with
temptations to cut moral corners and round moral complexities to the lowest
decimal point. Political animals are not in the best times candidates for
beatification: the less so as gains in power and influence put before them the
prospect of further gains.
All this being so, what is the point? The point is that a more rigid insistence
on honesty in our public as well as private affairs might have some salutary
effects on a debate that long ago became a bummer—the abortion debate.
“War, war, war”—typical! Inevitable as well. The debate is in no strict
sense about abortion; it is about two significantly lesser, if interrelated,
considerations: 1) power and 2) votes. Votes yield power. The voters in
question here are those women who see their hopes and futures as vested in
the continuation of the guilty pleasure called the Right to Choose. It’s not
necessary actually to employ the right in order to enjoy it. The pleasure comes
from knowing it’s there if wanted—a living symbol of the new estate in life
which various women see as grounded in the overthrow of old restrictions
on “choice,” old taboos on the particular modes that make civilized life
civilized. Nobody tells me what to do with my body!—that sort of thing. The
Democrats’ “war on women” strategy was concocted to make the most of a
false conceit: to wit, that women’s rights were at risk in a Republican empire.
There was no honesty in such assertions, only guile and deception.
A practical problem with guile and deception is that they become habits
over time: feeding the already powerful disposition of the vote-hungry to
use them at the drop of a hat. We can easily see where this thing goes—
straight downhill. A politics based on deception and outright lies is a politics
deadly to peace and social harmony, in part because of the resentments it
stirs up, in part because of the cynicism and distrust it breeds. The remedy is
pushback and, hard as it may seem, conversion.
In 2014 the GOP and their voters, including the many who recognized
Senator Uterus et al. as attempting the bamboozlement of a whole society
for not quite the most attractive purposes, saw what was going on all around
them. The check inflicted on the war on women crusaders could discourage
replays of the strategy. Or maybe not. A mission even larger than political
repulse is the infusing of politics, to whatever degree is remotely possible
these days, with respect for the telling of truth. To which end, the calling out
of liars and such-like becomes necessary. More essential still, should we
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find ourselves equipped for the exercise, would be the self-policing of
consciences become soft and flabby due to the temptations of power and the
perceived ease of grabbing it.
The truth that proverbially makes us free deserves from a nominally free
society the kind of veneration and protection only a society concerned with
its soul can provide.
When did honesty pass from commendation as “the best policy”? Hard to
say: nearly as hard as the question, how do we restore that state of things?
Our morally corrupted institutions—churches, schools, universities, the
multiplying means and channels of communication—may or may not be able
to. One thing is sure: They can’t unless they try, which they won’t until up
from the people themselves surges a great clamor for—yes—the Truth. At
long last.

“Pinky-swear?”
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Banning Dismemberment Abortions:

Constitutionality & Politics
Scott Lloyd

During the past several years state legislatures have succeeded in restricting
abortion in this country to a degree not seen since the Supreme Court’s 1973
Roe v. Wade decision.1,2 These restrictions reflect several approaches,
including regulating clinics, limiting specific procedures, instituting consent
requirements and waiting periods, granting legal status to the unborn, and
restricting abortion after a certain point in the pregnancy. Specific efforts in
this last category include bans on the procedure after viability—around 24
weeks—and after unborn children are capable of feeling pain, determined to
be at 20 weeks.
Both of the latter approaches focus on some milestone in fetal development,
which departs in at least two ways from the last major federal abortion
legislation—the ban on Intact Dilation and Extraction, or partial-birth
abortion: 1) these new bans focus on the human characteristics of the fetus
rather than the gruesome nature of an abortion method, and 2) they prohibit
all abortion procedures going forward, rather than only a specific one.
There are good reasons for the departure, of course, and noting a difference
is not a criticism. At the same time, restrictions that ban abortions before
viability represent direct challenges to current abortion jurisprudence—
reasonable ones, yes, but challenges nonetheless. If they are to be successful,
it will be necessary for the Court to find a new interest that overrides a
woman’s right to abortion before viability.
There appears to be another unexplored possibility, however. A close
reading of the various opinions in Gonzales v. Carhart3 and Stenberg v.
Carhart,4 the two Supreme Court cases dealing with a partial-birth-abortion
ban, suggests an avenue toward restricting abortion that would permit passage
of significant regulations while not challenging established jurisprudence.
Such an avenue would present the Court with the opportunity to author an
opinion allowing for greater restrictions without contradicting what it set
down in its 1992 Planned Parenthood v. Casey ruling upholding Roe.
This note proposes as an additional approach what seems to be, judging
from the relevant jurisprudence, another logical step after the Partial Birth
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Abortion Ban: a ban on Dilation and Evacuation (D&E) abortions.
Some have seen this development coming.5 For example, there was an
attempt to ban D&E abortions in the 2014 legislative session in South Dakota.
But the bill’s language was so broad it could have been interpreted as
encompassing a ban on suction and curettage abortions—the most common
procedures in the first trimester. This was enough to ensure the bill’s defeat
in committee. In the wake of this attempt, media reports speculated that a
ban on the D&E procedure could follow the current pain-capable campaign
to restrict abortion after 20 weeks (such legislation has already been enacted
by 10 states). Kansas State Senator Garret Love (R) has said that he will
introduce a D&E ban in the 2015 legislative session. The National Right to
Life Committee has also announced that dismemberment bans will be part
of its legislative strategy this year.6
Of the many techniques employed to abort a baby, dismemberment is
among the most brutal and gruesome. The facts are enough to cause most
Americans—including members of the pro-abortion-rights majority on the
Supreme Court, and even abortionists who perform the procedure—to
experience significant disgust, distress, and mental anguish. These are
procedures acceptable only to the most hardened abortion advocates, and it
seems a ban on them may find a welcome reception at the Supreme Court.
Therefore, a ban on D&E abortions seems the best incremental step to follow
any success on legislation banning abortion on unborn children capable of
feeling pain.
To better understand why, we will take a look at what dismemberment
abortion is and what the Supreme Court has said on the matter, especially
what Justice Anthony Kennedy has written as a member of the Casey majority
who later voted to uphold the Partial Birth Abortion Ban. We will then discuss
the shape a political effort to pass the bill could take, and consider some of
the anticipated challenges to such a law that are likely to arise in Court;
finally we will suggest responses that could be made to these challenges,
employing the testimony of practitioners of dismemberment abortions.
I. What Is a Dismemberment Abortion?

For a description of a dismemberment (or D&E) abortion, it would be
difficult to improve on what the Supreme Court has provided us:
A doctor must first dilate the cervix at least to the extent needed to insert surgical
instruments into the uterus and to maneuver them to evacuate the fetus. The steps
taken to cause dilation differ by physician and gestational age of the fetus. […]
After sufficient dilation, a doctor inserts grasping forceps through the woman’s cervix
and into the uterus to grab a living fetus. The doctor grips a fetal part with the forceps
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